Ski
Equipment Checklist
Skis / Boots
 Skis w/Bindings
 Ski Boots
 Ski Poles
 Ski Jacket

We recommend that all participants be fit for
appropriate skis and boots at a specialty shop.
Skis have gotten much shorter over the past 2
decades and most skis are no taller than the
skiers chin. Proper boot fit provides all-day
comfort and performance. A specialty shop
would be happy to evaluate your skis and boots
to make certain that you have properly fit
equipment.

Ski Poles

 Ski Pants

All participants in the Skijammers program will
utilize ski poles. Poles should have straps.

 Long Underwear

Clothing

 Under Jacket Layers
 Ski Socks
 Mittens / Gloves
 Helmet

We recommend water and wind resistant
outerwear with enough room to add layers
depending on temperatures. Base layers should
not be cotton. Skijammers does operate on
some days when the air temperatures are below
zero. When clothed appropriately and layered
children are able to actively enjoy the day.

Mittens / Gloves
Children’s hand-wear should be water and wind
resistant with ample insulation.

 Helmet Liner
Socks
 Neck Gaiter
 Goggles
 Ski Bag
 Neck Wallet

Ski socks should be made of a wicking material
or thin wool. You should avoid cotton at all times.

Helmets
We recommend that all helmets be sized for
proper fit by a professional. Helmets are very
warm and on most days don’t require the use of a
liner. A properly sized helmet should never allow
for a winter hat underneath. For cold days a
helmet liner can be added for extra warmth.

Goggles
Goggles or eye protection should be worn at all
times. Please make sure that the goggles fit well
with your helmet. There should be a positive
connection between the goggles and your face.

Ski Bags
All participants must have a ski bag for
transportation protection. The ski bag will carry
skis and poles. Inexpensive bags are fine.

Snowboard
Equipment Checklist
Snowboards / Boots
 Snowboard w/Bindings
 Snowboard Boots
 Snowboard Jacket
 Snowboard Pants
 Long Underwear
 Under Jacket Layers
 Snowboard Socks
 Mittens / Gloves
 Wrist Protection
 Helmet

We recommend that all participants be fit for
appropriate snowboards and boots at a specialty
shop. There are a wide variety of boards
available and it's important they they are fit to the
rider. Proper boot fit provides all-day comfort and
performance. A specialty shop would be happy
to evaluate your board and boots to make certain
that you have properly fit equipment.

Clothing
We recommend water and wind resistant
outerwear with enough room to add layers
depending on temperatures. Base layers should
not be cotton. Skijammers does operate on
some days when the air temperatures are below
zero. When clothed appropriately and layered
children are able to actively enjoy the day.

Mittens / Gloves
Children’s hand-wear should be water and wind
resistant with ample insulation. We recommend
wrist protection for snowboarders.

Socks
Snowboard socks should be made of a wicking
material or thin wool. You should avoid cotton at
all times.

 Helmet Liner
Helmets
 Neck Gaiter
 Goggles
 Snowboard Bag
 Neck Wallet

We recommend that all helmets be sized for
proper fit by a professional. Helmets are very
warm and on most days don’t require the use of a
liner. A properly sized helmet should never allow
for a winter hat underneath. For cold days a
helmet liner can be added for extra warmth.

Goggles
Goggles or eye protection should be worn at all
times. Please make sure that the goggles fit well
with your helmet. There should be a positive
connection between the goggles and your face.

Snowboard Bags
All participants must have a ski bag for
transportation protection. Inexpensive bags are
fine.

